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“
Madewell is for denim lovers - or basically 
anyone who appreciates timeless designs 

that put you at ease.

- Joyce Lee, Head Designer
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Madewell: An Inside Look
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- Our clothes, your personal touches – the 
tuck of a shirt, the roll of a sleeve, etc. 

- Timeless but also very much of the time, 
styles you turn to again and again. 

- As in, a pair of high-rise jeans, a 
shoulder-baring tank and the attitude to 
match. 

- From small details you can’t help but 
notice to surprising outfit combos that 
just work. 

- According to the dictionary, “requiring 
or showing little or no effort.” Yeah, that’s 
how we like to get dressed. 

Artful

Cool

Sexy

Effortless

Unexpected

Tomboy - We’ve always believed in borrowing 
from the boys…and adding our own spin. 



TARGET SEGMENT

Madewell’s target consumer is the female-
identifying individual between the ages of 20 
and 30 who value the cool, classic Americana 
aesthetic. 

This consumer is also…

▫ Fashion-conscious

▫ Educated

▫ Affluent

▫ Creative
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TARGET SEGMENT

DEMOGRAPHIC

Young females between 
ages of 20 and 30. 

SOCIAL CLASS

Upper Middle 

Acquire wealth during own 
generation. 

Attain status through 
education and respected 
occupations. 

Engage in the community.
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PERSONALITY

Strive to live life in high-
quality clothing. 

Utilize wardrobe as a 
creative outlook and to 
showcase personal style. 

VALUES

Individuality

Community

Quality



TARGET SEGMENT

PSYCHOLOGICAL 
VARIABLES 

Esteem Needs

- Being respected by 
others 

- Improving self-esteem 
and self-confidence

Social Needs

- Being loved, befriended, 
and accepted by others
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LIFESTYLE

Changing and evolving to 
match reinvented image.

Developing professional 
and social life

Has keen interest in 
products that improve 
lifestyle



LEARNING PROCESSES

Voluntary

- Actively searching for company’s website

- Sign up for emails and special offers

Involuntary

- Viewing sponsored posts on social media

Operant Conditioning

- Modify consumer’s behavior through use of 
positive or negative reinforcement

BEHAVIOR OF TARGET 
CONSUMER
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BEHAVIOR OF TARGET 
CONSUMER

DECISION-MAKING

Limited Problem Solving

- Reduced systematic effort when making 
final purchase

- Information search is required

Other Factors

- Quality is important

- Emphasis on “personal” style
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CURRENT SOCIAL INFLUENCES
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SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

- Stimulates interpersonal communication 

- Share product and company information 

- Fosters online community 

- #EVERYDAYMADEWELL, #DENIMMADEWELL, 
#TOTEWELL, #WELLHEELED



CURRENT SOCIAL INFLUENCES
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WORD OF MOUTH

- Solidifies community aspect of Madewell’s brand

- Encourages consumer-to-consumer interaction

- Generates “buzz” about new products and offers

- Authentic influence 



RECOMMENDATIONS
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MARKETING STRATEGIES
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#WORNWELL

#PICKEDWELL

#PRICEDWELL



RECOMMENDATIONS

#WORNWELL

- Promote recycling and reducing clothing waste 

- Extend current “Do Well” campaign by allowing 
consumers to donate any Madewell items

#PRICEDWELL

- Emphasize quality of clothing items

- Compare longevity of products with competitors 

#PICKEDWELL

- Incentivize consumers to review purchased products 
and write comments

- Verify loyal consumers who post reviews
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THANKS!
Any questions?

You can find me at
trannc@mail.uc.edu


